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ENERGY AND PARTICLE CONFINEMENT IN ITER

ITER will requ_e a level of energy (XE)and particle (Xp) confinement
sufficient for reaching ignition and extended burn of DT plasmas, with steady-
state, high-Q (Q = Pfusion/Paux= 5Pa/Paux) operation as an ultimate goal [1,2].
This translates into a required confinement capability of Ti(0)nDT(0)xE ~ 4-8 ×
1021 keV.s/m 3 for Q - 5--0o[where Tj(0) is the central ion temperature, nDT(0)
is the central DT fuel ion density, _E is the global energy confinement time]. In

addition, xpHe/xE < 10 is required to ensure that the thermal alpha-particle (He)
accumulation (nHe/ne) is less than 10% (where ZpHe is the global thermal alpha
particle containment time). Furthermore, the tritium fuel burnup fraction under
nominal burn conditions must be greater than 1.5%. While the ITER TnxE
requirement is about ten times the highest value achieved in JET [3], the
extrapolation in plasma physics parameters is less. If [3(ratio of plasma kinetic
pressure to magnetic pressure), v, (collisionality), and p/a (ratio of the ion
gyroradius to the plasma minor radius) are taken as the relevant dimensionless
parameters to characterize the plasma, the extrapolation from present JET
performance to ITER is a factor _<2. The ITER concept is based on the
expectation that H-mode confinelnent can be achieved for long pulse. This
paper covers the energy and particle confinement issues for ITER_

ENERGY CONFINEMENT DATABASE

The available ehergy confinement database is broad and contains dis-
charges from a large number of tokamak experiments, including extensive data
from large tokamaks with high levels of auxiliary heating (JET, JT-60, TFTR,
DIII-D,...). Although a great deal is known about tokamak confinement
scaling, uncertainties remain in extrapolation to future ITER-class machines.
Recent work at ITER has concentrated on developing improved analysis and
characterization of energy confinement in L- and H-mode discharges [4,5].
Also, there has been a strong emphat;is on comparison of theoretically based
transport models and scalings with experiments to obtain insight in the basic
transport mechanisms and to increase the confidence level in predicting the
confinement capability of ITER.

L-Mode: To extend the 1983 L-mode (small tokamak) database [6,7], the
ITER team assembled data from larger and more recent experiments (JET, JT-
60, TFTR, DIII-D, ASDEX, JFT-2M, T-10, PDX,...) including data from
systematic parameter scans [4]. Analysis of this database during 1989-90
identified the main uncertainties of L-mode confinement scaling, provided an
explanation for differences between earlier fits of experimental data and for the
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multiplicity of the scaling expressions (Goldston [8], Kaye-Big [7], Rebut-
Lallia [9], Odajima-Shimomura [10],...), and led to the proposal of two new L-
mode scaling expressions, referred to as the ITER power-law (rlER-P) scaling:

"rEITER'P (L-mode) = 0.04810.85R1.2a0.3_200.1B0.2(Ai_x/P)0.5Firs , fq, ffs]

and the ITER offset-linear (ITER-OL) scaling:

I:EITER'OL(L-mode) = [0.064 I0.8RI.6a0.6_200.6B0.351¢x0.SAi0.2/P
+ 0.04 I0.SR0.3a0.8_Cx0.6Ai0.5] G[fs , fq, ffs]

where the notation is standard and the units are mks, MA, and MW with Ai =
isotopic mass number (= 2.5 for 50:50 DT plasma), n20 = line-averaged density
in units of 1020 m-3, _cx = elongation at the X-point, P = net heating power (in

MW), and F or G = fsaSfqttqffsarS. The functions F and G have been
determined from principal component analysis and identify the direction of least
data variation and thus the combination of plasma parameters that introduce the
largest errors into the scalings and into the corresponding predictions of I:E for
ITER. For the ITER database, these combinations (normalized to the database

averages of unity with a standard deviation) are .fs = 0.32 (R/a) 0'75R0.25 _:x0.5=

1 + 0.1 (shape-size index), fa = qv(95%)/3.2 = 1 + 0.35 (safety factor, q-
index), ffs = (B_:x/R)(a/R_Cx)0'3= B(_Cx/R)0'9(0.32/fs) 0'4 = 1 _+.0.2 (field-size
index) with ICtsl< 0.3 and Iraqi< 0.2 and ICtfsl< 0.4. For representative ITER
parameters [R = 6 m, a = 2.15 m, B = 4.85 T, _:x = 2.22, and qv(95%) -=3.1];
fs = 1.6, fq = 1, and ffs = 1.

The present multiplicity of scaling expressions for XEis due both to
collinearity of data (i.e., weak or lack of variation of indices, especially, fs) for
the present tokamak devices, and to variation in the dependence of '_Eon the
physical parameters among different tokamaks. Commonly known scalings
[6-10] can be derived from the ITER scalings by choice of appropriate values

for cts, aq, and Ctfs(for example, for Goldston scaling o_s = 0.4, Ctq = --0.15).
Obtaining data with f _: 1 is especially important to reduce the uncertainty in
ITER. Results from new experiments on JT-60 [11] (with fs ~ 1.3-1.5) and
TFTR [12] (with fs ~ 0.9-2.0) have been recently added to the ITER L-mode
database and are found to be in good agreement with the ITER-1a scaling with
Io_sl< 0.3. Although both ITER-P and ITER-OL L-mode scalings give
approximately the same confinement time prediction for ITER parameters
['CE(ITER-t' or ITER-OL) = 2.0 s × (1 + 0.2)], the predictive ability of the
offset-linear scaling is judged to be less [4,13]. Therefore the ITER-la scaling
is used as a reference L-mode scaling, and the ITER-OL scaling along with
other L-mode scalings are only considered for comparison of the ITER
performance capability [14]. Also, to allow for MHD stability and a favorable

current scaling with confinement, q_(95%) _>3 is adopted in I'IER.
The ITER-1a scaling (with F = 1) can be made to satisfy the dimensional

constraint by substituting _200.08 for n200'1 In terms of dimensionless
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parameters p/a, v,,q, aspect ratio R/a, and _¢,the ITER-P scaling can be ap-
proximated as t.Ocl:E ~ (a/p)3v, -0.4 f(q,R/a,_:), where toe is the gyrofrequency.

H-Mode: Due to lack of a systematic database for confinement in non-L-
mode re_in'les, it has been customary in experiments to describe regimes of
improved confinement in terms of an enhancement factor of the energy
confinement time over the predictions of L-mode scaling. For example, the
confinement time in the H-mode is often taken to be a factor of--2 (although it.
actually varies from 1.5 to 2.5) higher than those of the L-mode value for given
values of the plasma dimensions, plasma current, and heating power. This
approach is unsatisfactory because it expresses a lack of knowledge of xE
scaling in the H-mode while one expects that the enhanced confinement regimes
may scale differently from L-mode confinement with the basic device and
plasma parameters (I, R, a, n, B, P, etc.). To be able to predict the global
energy confinement time in ITER whose parameter choice is based on operating
in the H-mode, an H-mode confinement database has been assembled at JET as

part of a collaborative effort for the ITER project, using data from six machines:
ASDEX, DIII-D, JET, JFT-2M, PBX/M, and PDX [5]. A comparison of the

standard H-mode database [where shots with pellets, high radiation, low-qv,
(dW/dt)/P > 0.35, and/or a high fast particle content are excluded] with several
L-mode scaling expressions, Goldston [8], Rebut-Lallia [9], Kaye-Big [7], and
ITER-P [4], has been made. For the last three of these scaling expressions, the
H-mode data exhibits a factor -2 improvement over the L-mode expressions.
For the Goldston scaling expression, this factor is ~ 1.6. This difference is due
to the fact that improvement in confinement with aspect ratio (R/a) in the data is
not as strong as indicated by the Goldston expression.

Results from direct regression of the H-mode database are given in Ref.
[5], where various H-mode scaling expressions are developed for ELMy and
ELM-free operations. For reference ITER physics phase parameters (I = 22
MA, B = 4.85 T, a =2.15 m, R = 6 m, _x = 2.22, and P = Pnet-heat --"Pa +
Paux- Prad ~ 160 MW) at Pfusion~ 1 GW (- 1 MW/m 2 wall loading), these H-
mode scalings predict zE(H-mode) = 4-5 s, which provide a modest margin
over the requirements for ignition and high-Q operation [note: a:E(needed for
ignition)-- 3.5-4 si.

Theory and modeling: Theoretical models of anomalous transport are
based primarily on studies of plasma turbulence and the plasma transport they
induce. Many types of collective modes and mechanisms for releasing the free
energy are considered individually or in combinations--dissipative fluidlike
modes (resistive, neoclassical MHD, etc.), drift waves ("universal" microin-
stabilities, trapped-particle modes_ til-modes, etc.) and electromagnetic skin
depth modes file-modes, cascades to short wavelengths, etc.). Numerical sim-
ulations of plasma turbulence have been developed for many types of models
(fluidlike, particle-pushing, etc.) and modes. The underlying unstable modes
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are fluidlike modes that include resistive MHD rippling mode, drift wave, and
temperature dependent impurity radiation effects. The edge fluctuations and
transport they induce have been shown to depend on the radial electric field
when the shear in the poloidal flow velocity (radial electric field) is large
enough so that the Doppler shift of the turbulent eddies is significantly sheared
over the relevant radial decorrelation length. The strongly sheared edge radial
electric field can be induced externally (with a biased probe) or via ion charge
losses near the limiter or near the separatrix in a divertor plasma. Models of the
L-H transition in tokamak experiments based on these effects (radial ion charge
loss --+ large radial electric field--+ reduced fluctuations -4 reduced transport)
are looking quite promising.

PARTICLE CONFINEMENT

Particle confinement is less well characterized than energy confinement.
However, in present experiments, particle and energy transport are closely
connected. This connection is most apparent in the transition to "enhanced
confinement" regimes (H-mode, pellet fueling, supershots, IOC, etc.) where
energy and particle confinement improve together. The transport of impurities,
particularly helium, appears to follow the same trend. The main concern is the
accumulation of impurities and helium for long-pulse H-mode operation.

Achievement of ITER objectives will require a thermal alpha-particle (He)
accumulation (nile/he) of less than 10% and a tritium fuel burnup fraction (FD)
of greater than 1.5% under nominal burn conditions. This implies that

"l;pHe/'l:E < 10, which is apparent from simple (steady-state) considerations of
energy and particle balance equations [15]: nDTTI:E = (12/_Eot)(T2/(o'V)DT), Fb

-- (6T/Eot)/[(6T/E a) + _('I:E/'I:pDT)],and nHe/ne -- ('rpHe/'r.E)(3T/Etx)[(nDT/ne)/_],
where _ = (1 + 5/Q -Prad/Pa)[2(nDT/ne)/(1 + ni/ne)], Eor= 3.5 MeV, Te = Ti ---
T, ni/n e = (nD + nT + nile + _z nz)/ne = 1 - nHe/ne - _z(Z - 1)(nz/ne), with
(typically) r.pHe/r.pDT- 1-3.

ALPHA PARTICLE CONFINEMENT

The main issues associated with R-particles are (i) the loss of o_-particles due to
the toroidal field ripple and possibly MHD activity; and (ii) collective effects
caused by the a-particle population leading to plasma instabilities and possibly
enhanced losses of the a-particles. Ripple-induced losses do not have an
appreciable effect on the energy b',dance, but lead to high localized heat loads on
the first wall. Tbe most critical aspect of radial ct-particle transport due to MHD
activity is the possibility of an enhancement of tipple-induced losses. Instabili-
ties caused by a fast ion population may lead to operational constraints, in
particular on the plasma temperature, and also enhance ct-particle losses, either
direct or via the ripple loss channel. At present only theoretical predictions are
available, which indicate that the toroidicity-induced Alfven mode is a concern.
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CONFINEMENT CAPABILITY

The confinement requirements for ITER are based on operation with the
H-mode and other optimized confinement regimes. The confinement capability ,
of ITER was examined for a number of operational scenarios, using the ITER
physics design guidelines developed from an assessment of the tokamak
database [1_4]. ,Both empirically based confinement scaling expressions
(deduced from the ITER L- and H-mode database) and several theoretical
models were used in the analyses. The effects of changes in density and
temperature (pressure) profiles that can be realized from various fueling and
heating scenarios (subject to sawtooth and MHD stability considerations),
operational boundaries, impurity and helium ash concentrations, current drive
efficiency, bootstrap current fraction, and allowable fusion power (Pfusion)
levels have been considered. For ignition, ITER requires an H-mode level of
confinement with 'CE(H-mode) - 2 x l:E(L-mode ). The reference physics phase
scenario (I = 22 MA) allows ignited burn under H-mode conditions. At higher
currents (I = 25-28 MA) at which ITER can operate for limited pulse duration,
there is a corresponding ignition margin if low-q operation proves to be
acceptable. It might be possible to optimize the ignition capability of ITER if
some of the limits on operational boundaries can be relaxed by adjusting plasma
profiles. The I'rER technology phase accommodates several operational
scenarios (ranging from long-pulse to steady-state) with Q .>.5 and I -, 15-22
MA. Access to high-Q operation depends sensitively on the MHD beta limits,
current drive efficiency, and bootstrap current fraction.

R&D NEEDS

R&D is needed over the next years to consolidate our knowledge on
energy confinement, particle transport, and fast ion behavior. Achievement of
ITER objectives require an energy confinement typically corresponding to
energy confinement times by about a factor of 2 longer than those in the L-
regime, as achieved in present devices in the H-regime. This high level of
confinement must be obtained in steady-state conditions, i.e., avoiding a
significant accumulation of helium and impurities in the bulk plasma. The
trade-off between energy and particle (especially helium and impurity)
confinement requires clarification. In addition, there is a need to develop
techniques for active control of the energy transport properties to be able to
control the operating point in ITER during burn.
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